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Abstract 
We show that there are up to isomorphy exactly two structures of /l-ring on the polynomial 
ring Z[x]. The result is deduced from the theorem of Ritt on the classification of complex 
polynomials P and Q such that P 0 Q = Q 0 P. 
0. Introduction 
In the first part of this note the notion of A-ring is reviewed, the relation with 
commuting polynomials is clarified, and the main theorem is formulated. In the 
second part the literature about commuting polynomials is reviewed. In the third part 
our theorem about i-rings is proved using the results about commuting polynomials. 
We end with some remarks and an open problem. 
1. Generalities about I-rings 
The theory of A-rings was initiated by Grothendieck in [S], and developed further in 
[l]. A good introduction is also [S]. 
A i-ring is a commutative ring R with identity, together with maps 2”: R ---f R for 
n = O,l, 2, . . . such that 
AO(a) = 1, 
A’(a) = a, 
P(u + b) = c A’(a) 2(b), 
i+j=n 
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P(1) = 0 for n > 0, 
P(ab) = U”@‘(U), . . . . P(a), i’(b), . ..) P(b)), 
P(L”(L2)) = U,,.@‘(a), 22(a), . . ..P”(a)). 
where the U, and U,,. are certain universal polynomials with integer coefficients. For 
example one has 
UZ(Xi> x2, Yl, Y2) = (XJ2Y2 + (YlJ2X2 - 2X2Y2, 
U2,2h, x2, x3, x4) = x1x3 - x4. 
An example is the representation ring of a finite group, where the 2” are given by 
exterior powers. In particular the ring Z is a A-ring with P(a) given by the binomial 
symbol (i). 
If R is a L-ring then new maps r+P : R + R can be defined using the Newton formula 
$“(a) - ~‘(u)$P’(a) + ... + (- l)“P’L”-‘(u)$‘(u) = (- 1)n-inP(u). 
They satisfy the following identities 
*‘(a) = a, 
$“(a + b) = $“(a) + V(b), 
$“U) = 1, 
rcI” (4 = $“(4 vm, 
vw”(4) = VW, 
$“(a) = up modulo pR if p is prime. 
For a proof see [l, p. 2641 or [S, p. 481. 
Suppose that we are given a commutative ring R with identity, together with ring 
homomorphisms rl/“: R + R for each prime number p such that 
ti”rc/” = ikqlcIp, 
$“(a) = uPmodulo pR for a E R. 
If R has no Z-torsion one can use the Newton formula to define maps 1”: R --f R; with 
these maps it becomes a A-ring. For a proof see [16, p. 3143. 
In particular a structure of L-ring on Z[x] is determined by a sequence of 
polynomials F, E Z [x], one for each prime number p, such that 
F,o F, = Fqo Fp, 
Fp = xp modulo pZ [x]. 
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One such sequence is given by F, = xp. Another such sequence is given by Fp = T, 
where the Chebyshev polynomials T, are given by the formulae 
TO = 2, T, = x, T,,,, = XT, - T,,_,. 
The aim of this note is to show that these are essentially the only possibilities: 
Theorem 1. For every l-ring structure on the ring Z [x] there exists y E H [x] such that 
Z[y] = Z[x] and either $“(y) = y”for all n or $“(y) = T,,(y)for all n. 
The formulas for t/“(y) can be restated as follows: P(y) = 0 for n 2 3, and A*(y) = 0 
or 1. 
In Section 3 we prove this theorem by citing a theorem of Ritt (Theorem 7 in this 
note) and doing some elementary algebra. In Section 4 we discuss possible generaliz- 
ations of Theorem 1. In order to point out what the difficulties and the opportunities 
are in proving these generalizations, the literature about the proofs of Theorem 7 is 
reviewed in Section 2. In particular the simplest completely algebraic proof known to 
the author is indicated. 
2. Commuting polynomials 
Let k be any field. A polynomial F E k[x] is called indecomposable if it cannot be 
written as F(x) = F1 (F2(x)), with F1, F, E k [x] of strictly lower degree. Ritt proved in 
[11] the following theorem for the case k = @. 
Theorem 2. Any polynomial can be written as a composition of indecomposable poly- 
nomials. IfF=F,oF2...F,andF=G,oG2... G, are two such decompositions then 
r = s, and one can getfrom thejrst decomposition to the second by a chain of steps where 
one replaces two adjacentfactors (A, B) by (C, D) such that A0 B = C 0 D. Moreover one 
has C=AoL, D=L-‘0B for some LEk[x] of degree 1, or one has 
deg(A) = deg(D) = m and deg(C) = deg(B) = n with n, m relatively prime. 0 
In the same paper he proved a special case of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. If F = AoB = COD with deg(A) = deg(D) = m > 1 and deg(C) = 
deg(B) = n > m relatively prime, then there are L1, L2, L,, L4 E k [Ix] of degree 1 and an 
H(x) E k[x] such that 
A = L1~xmoL3, C = L1 0 xjH(x)“‘o L,, 
B = L,‘~x’H(x”)~ L2, D = Lqloxmo L2, 
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or there are L, , L2, L3, L3 E k’ [x] of degree 1 suck that 
A= L10T,oL3, C= L10T,,oL4, 
B= L;laT,oLz, D= L41.T,,,oLz. 
Here k’ is at most a quadratic extension of k. q 
The special case considered by Ritt assumes that A, B, C, D are indecomposable 
and that k = @. 
These two theorems should suffice to solve our problem which pairs of complex 
polynomials commute. A lot of combinatorial work remains however. On the other 
hand Ritt solved in [3] a more general problem: 
Theorem 4. Let P,Q E c(x) satisfy PO Q = Q 0 P. Suppose that no iterate (under com- 
position) of P is identical with an iterate of Q. Then these P and Q are associated with 
multiplication formulae for the exponential function, the cosine function, the Weierstrass 
function 53, or its square, cube, or derivative. 0 
For example in the cosine case they are Chebyshev polynomials up to a linear 
change of variable, since T,(2 cos (t)) = 2 cos (nt). In the cases involving @ the rational 
functions are not polynomials. 
Both papers [ 1 l] and [ 121 rely on the topology of Riemann surfaces and a lot of 
combinatorial arguments about the number and the order of branching points of the 
maps involved. It must be mentioned that Julia got comparable results in [7] by 
looking at the topological aspects of iterating the map P. With a view towards 
generalization and better understanding of these facts we now review the more recent 
developments. 
An algebraic proof of Theorem 2 was given by Engstrom in [4], assuming only 
char(k) = 0. An algebraic proof of the special case of Theorem 3 was given by Levi in 
[9], assuming char(k) = 0, and A, B, C, D indecomposable. An algebraic reformula- 
tion of both Ritt’s proofs was given by Dorey and Whaples in [3], assuming 
k algebraically closed and char(k) = 0, and A, B, C, D indecomposable. 
Schinzel presents in his book [13] an algebraic proof of both theorems along the 
lines of [4] and [9]. He proves the general versions, i.e., without the assumption in 
Theorem 3 that A, B, C, D are indecomposable. 
The general case of Theorem 3 is interesting because an important part in the proofs 
of Theorem 2 is played by the following lemma: 
Lemma 5. Let char(k) = 0. Let AI, A2,B1 ,B, E k [x] be not constant and satisfy 
AloB = AI”B1. 
Then there exist R,C1 ,C2 E k[x] suck that AI = Ro C1 and A2 = R 0 Cz, where 
deg (R) = gcd (deg (A 1 ), deg 642 )). 
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Likewise there exist S,D1,Dz E k[x] suck that B1 = D1 0 S and B, = Dz 0 S, where 
deg(S) = gcd(deg(B1), deg(B,)). 0 
The part of theorem 4 concerning commuting polynomials can be proved in 
a purely algebraic way by combining Schinzel’s proofs of the general version of 
Theorem 3 and of the above lemma with an ingredient which was added by Tortrat in 
[14, pp. 342-3531. 
This ingredient is the following. Suppose given a polynomial P of degree n 2 2 over 
k. Consider the homomorphism 4 : k [a] -+ k[x] mapping u to P(x); this makes k[x] 
a free module over k [u]. Define MP : k [x] + k [a] as n- ’ times the associated trace 
map. Then Mp(Q) E k if deg(Q) < deg(P). Consider the iterates Pcrn) = P 0 ... 0 P; these 
have the property that MpC-,(Q) E k is defined and independent of m for 
deg(P)” > deg(Q). This defines a map fp : k [x] + k. 
This map has many useful properties. A typical one [14, Proposition S] is the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Let P,Q E k[x] be of degrees 2 2. If P 0 Q = Q 0 P tkenf, =fe. On the other 
hand if fp = fQ then there is a linear L E k [x] suck that P 0 Q = L 0 Q 0 P. 0 
The theory of [14], notably Propositions 8 and 11, leads to the following theorem: 
Theorem 7. Let P,Q E k [x] be of degrees m, n 2 2 and satisfy P 0 Q = Q 0 P. Then there 
are the following three possibilities: 
(1) There exists a linear L and a p E k suck that P = L- 1 0 pxm 0 L. In this case there 
exists some v E k suck that Q = L- 1 0 vx” 0 L. 
(2) There exists a linear L and a p E { - 1, + I> suck that P = L-l 0 pT, 0 L. In this 
casetkereexistssomevE{-1, +l}sucktkatQ=L-‘ovT,,oL. 
(3) There exists a linear L and numbers j, 1 2 1 suck that P(j) = L 0 Q(l). Here P(j) 
denotes PO ... OP. 0 
This is proved in [14] using mixed techniques, but the part dealing with the 
properties of_& is purely algebraic, and the other ingredients for an algebraic proof 
were already provided in [13]. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Suppose given a /l-ring structure on Z [x] and let F, E Z [x] be defined as $“(x). We 
have therefore F, 0 F, = F, 0 F, = F,, for every n, m. The prime number p is fixed from 
now on. 
Lemma 8. There are only jinitely many prime numbers q suck that the pair (F,, F,) 
belongs to case (3) of Theorem 7. 
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Proof. Note that deg(F,) 2 p 2 2 since F,(x) = xpmod p. Let S be the set consisting of 
the primes I deg(F,) and those dividing all coefficients of F, - F,(O). Let q $ S and 
suppose that (F,, F,) belongs to case (3) with L = ax + b. Then a,b E Q, say a = A/N 
and b = B/N, where A,B,N E Z have no common factor. If we reduce 
NFpj = AF,I + B modulo q, using bars to denote classes modulo q, we get the identity 
(N)(F,)‘j’ = (A)XYI + (B). 
There are the following possibilities: 
(1) If A = 0 and N # 0 then (F,)(j) is constant, so Fp is constant, in contradiction 
with the choice of S. 
(2) If 2 = 0 and N = 0 then B = 0, in contradiction with the choice of A&N. 
(3) If 2 # 0 and N = 0 we get the contradiction that x4’ is a constant. 
(4) If 2 # 0 and &i # 0 then the degrees satisfy (deg(F,))j = ql. Thusj divides 1. But 
then deg(F,) = (deg(F,))“j 2 ql, in contradiction with the choice of S. 
Therefore case (3) can only occur for q E S. 0 
So for some prime q we must be in the first or second case of Theorem 7. We now 
look at both possibilities. 
Lemma 9. Suppose (F,, F,) belongs to the$rst case of Lemma 8for some q. Then there 
exist u E { - 1, + 1) and u E Z such that uF, + u = (ux + v)“for all q. 
Proof. Suppose Fp = L- 1 0 px” ~LforsomeL=ax+bE@[x]and~~E.Thenthe 
pair (F,, F4) must belong to the first case for every prime q. So there are d, E Z, d, 2 2 
and vq E @ such that 
F, = a-lvq(ux + b)dq- a-lb, 
for every q; in particular vp = p and d, = m. 
Note that Fpo F4 = F40 F, implies that vip-’ = v$-i for every p, q. Let D be the 
greatest common divisor of all numbers d, - 1 for primes q, and write D as a finite 
combination D = C c4(d, - 1) with c, E Z. Let N be a Dth root of n v: and let o be 
a primitive Dth root of unity. Then 
,,,” = n vq cp(dp- 1) _ n ,,~(+i) = ND(dq-l), 
so v 4 = ~“‘qN~q_ ’ for certain m4 E Z. Moreover 
ND = n,,: = W~m,c,N~(d~-‘)c’Z = WCm,c#ND, 
so 1 mqcq = 0 modulo D. 
The coefficient of xdq in F4 is ad,- ’ vq = ad,- ’ mrnqNdq- ’ which must be in Z. Write 
M = (aN)D; then M = n (ad,-ig%Ndq-l)Cq is in z. So ad,-iNdq_1 = M(dq-l)IDE z 
for every q. This means that CIP is in Q and therefore in { - 1, + 1). 
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The coefficient of x*,-l in F, is a _’ bd times that of x*q. Therefore a-lb E Q, say 
a- ’ b = A- ‘I? where A,B E Z have no c,“mmon factor and A > 0. 
The constant term of F4 is M’*q- iJiDgrnq A -*qB*q - A- ’ B. Since A times this is still 
in Z, we see that A*q-’ divides M(*q- l)‘D~mqBdq and therefore M(*q- ‘liD. So 
M = ADE for some E E Z and we can write 
~~ = A*,-iQ*,-i)lDg”%(x + A-‘@*4 _ A-‘& 
which shows that the coefficient of xk is divisible by Akm’E for k 2 1. 
In particular if q is a prime dividing A or E then F, modulo q is linear, contradicting 
F, = x4 modulo q. Therefore A,E E { - 1, + 1) and we can write 
F4 = C,(x + B)*q - B, 
where C, = A*,-’ E(dq-l)‘D~mq E { - 1, + l}. 
From this it appears that F4 modulo q has degree d,. But this means that d, = q for 
every q. Therefore D = 1 and thus o = 1. If q > 2 then (d, - 1)/D = q - 1 is even so 
C, = 1. This proves the lemma with u = E and v = EB. 0 
Lemma 10. Suppose (F,, F4) belongs to the second case of Lemma 8 for some q. Then 
thereisuE{-1, +l)andv~ZsuchthatuF,+v=T,(ux+u)forallq. 
Proof. Suppose F, = L- ’ 0 p T, ~LforsomeL=ax+bE~[x]and~Q- 1, + 1). 
Then the pair (F,, F4) must belong to the second case for every prime q. So there are 
d, E Z and vq E ( - 1, + l} such that 
F4 = a-‘v,Tdq(ax + b) - a-lb, 
for every q; in particular vP = /1 and d, = m. 
The coefficient of x*q in F4 is a*,-’ vq which must be in Z. In particular a is an 
algebraic integer. 
The coefficient of x*q- ’ in F, is a- ’ bd, times that of x*q. Therefore a- ’ b E Q. 
Ifq~3thend,-2>Oandthecoefficientofxdq-2inF,is(d,,)ad~-3b2vq-dqadq~3~~q. 
Since adqm3 b2 E Q we find that adqm3 E 6.2. Since a*,- ’ E Z we find that a2 E Z. 
The constant term of F4 is a-l vq Td, (b) - a ’ b. Since a times this is still an algebraic 
integer we see that b is an algebraic integer. We must consider two situations. 
Suppose first that there is a prime q such that d, - 1 is odd. Then it follows from 
a2, a*,-’ E Q that a E Q, from which it follows that a,b E Z. If q is a prime dividing 
a then F, modulo q is linear, whereas it should be x4. Therefore a E { - 1, + I}. 
Suppose on the other hand that d, - 1 is even for every prime q. Then F4 - FJO) is 
a combination of terms a- ’ ((ax + b)k - bk) with k odd. Furthermore we have still 
a2, ab, b2 E Z. If q is a prime dividing a2 then it divides (ab)2 and thus ab. Again 
F, modulo q is linear, whereas it should be x4. Therefore a2 E { - 1, + 1). 
In either case we get the following result for an arbitrary prime q: the degree of 
F, modulo q is d,; this means that d, = q. Substituting this one gets vq = + 1 modulo q, 
so in fact vq = + 1 if q > 2. The lemma is now proved with u = v2a and v = v2 b. 0 
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4. Remarks about generalizations 
The above proof works just as well if one replaces Z by a localization A of 
Z (allowing for u all units of A) as long as there are infinitely many primes; for in that 
case there are primes q not belonging to case (3) of Theorem 7. But if there are only 
a finite number of primes then this is not longer the case. Indeed in this situation we 
can construct a J.-ring structure different from the two structures described in the main 
theorem: by the Chinese Remainder Theorem there exists a polynomial F such that 
F = xqmodulo q for all primes q; now define $“(x) = F(x) for all primes q. 
More interesting is the problem of generalizing the main theorem to polynomial 
rings in more than one variable. The first thing to do is to give a list of A-ring 
structures on these rings. 
First we give a new description of the A-ring structure on Z [Ix] of Chebyshev type. 
There exists a i-ring structure on the Laurent ring Z [t, t- ‘1 defined by $“(t) = tq for 
every prime number q. This structure is compatible with the symmetry CJ of this ring 
defined by a(t) = t- ‘. Therefore there is an induced A-ring structure on the fixed ring 
Z[t, f-‘1”. This fixed ring can be identified with Z [x] by mapping x to t + t- ‘. 
We can generalize this by considering a free abelian group M and a finite subgroup 
G of GL(M). Write e, for the basis element of the group algebra R = Z [M] associated 
to m E M. There exists a A-ring structure on R such that Gq(e,) = eqm = ez. This 
structure is compatible with the action of G on R and induces a i-ring structure on the 
fixed ring RG. For certain M and G this fixed ring will be a polynomial ring. According 
to the multiplicative Shephard-Todd-Chevalley theorem (see [IS]) this is the case with 
coefficients in C if and only if G is a reflection group and, for some choice of root 
system, M is isomorphic to a weight lattice over its Weyl group G. 
As an example take for G the group of permutations of the numbers 1,2, . . , n. Then 
Z[M] is the ring Z[t,, tZ, . . . , tn]/(tltz . ..t. - 1) with the obvious action of G. For 
n = 3 this leads to the generalized Chebyshev polynomials G, of [2]. As a first step 
towards generalizing the main theorem it is proved in [lo] that any polynomial 
commuting with some G, is itself some G, up to a scalar factor. 
One can also consider a group G of permutations of {sl, s2, . . . ,s,} and let it act 
linearly on the polynomial ring R = Z [sl , s2, . . . , s,]. There exists a A-ring structure 
on R such that $q(s,) = s$. This structure is compatible with the action of G on 
R and induces a A-ring structure on the fixed ring RG. For certain G this fixed ring 
will be a polynomial ring. According to the ordinary Shephard-Todd-Chevalley 
theorem this is the case with coefficients in @ if and only if G is a pseudo reflection 
group. 
As an example take for G the whole group of permutations. For n = 2 this gives rise 
to the Dickson polynomials H, of [2] and [lo]. As a first step towards generalizing 
the main theorem it is proved in [lo] that any polynomial commuting with some H,is 
itself some H, up to a scalar factor. 
One might hope that all A-ring structures on a polynomial ring arise by a mixture of 
the above two constructions. This is intimately related to the opinion expressed in 
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